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We examine with a partile-in-ell (PIC) simulation the ollision of two equally dense

louds of old pair plasma. The louds interpenetrate until instabilities set in, whih heat

up the plasma and trigger the formation of a pair of shoks. The fastest-growing waves at

the ollision speed /5 and low temperature are the eletrostati two-stream mode and

the quasi-eletrostati oblique mode. Both waves grow and saturate via the formation

of phase spae vorties. The strong eletri �elds of these nonlinear plasma strutures

provide an e�ient means of heating up and ompressing the in�owing upstream leptons.

The interation of the hot leptons, whih leak bak into the upstream region, with the

in�owing ool upstream leptons ontinuously drives eletrostati waves that mediate the

shok. These waves heat up the in�owing upstream leptons primarily along the shok

normal, whih results in an anisotropi veloity distribution in the post-shok region.

This distribution gives rise to the Weibel instability. Our simulation shows that even if

the shok is mediated by quasi-eletrostati waves, strong magnetowaves will still develop

in its downstream region.

1. Introdution

Compat objets like neutron stars or blak holes that arete material an emit

relativisti jets. These jets are omposed of eletrons, positrons and ions. The emission

of relativisti jets by miroquasars (Fabian & Rees 1979; Margon 1984), whih are

stellar-size blak holes that gather material from a ompanion star, and by some of

the supermassive blak holes in the enters of galaxies has been observed diretly

(Bridle & Perley 1984). The �reball model attributes gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) to

ultrarelativisti jets, whih are emitted during strong supernovae. A diret observation

of the ultrarelativisti jets that trigger the GRBs and our at osmologial distanes

is not possible. Their existene an thus not be established unambiguously (Woosley &

Bloom 2006). However, observations of a mildly relativisti plasma out�ow during the

supernova 1998bw by Kulkarni et al. (1998) lend some support to the �reball model.

The e�ieny, with whih the areting objet an aelerate the jet plasma, is

not onstant in time. A variable plasma aeleration e�ieny results in a spatially

varying veloity pro�le of the jet plasma. Internal shoks an form at loations with a

large veloity hange and these shoks an onstitute strong soures of eletromagneti

radiation (Rees 1978). The prompt emissions of gamma-ray bursts, whih are assoiated
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with internal shoks in ultrarelativisti jets, are visible aross osmologial distanes and

internal shoks should thus be soures of intense eletromagneti radiation.

The relativisti fators of the internal shoks in GRB jets are probably of the order

of a few. A wide range of theoretial and numerial studies have addressed the ollision

of lepton louds at relativisti speeds and the instabilities that sustain the shok and

thermalize the plasma that rosses it (Kazimura et al. 1998; Medvedev & Loeb 1999;

Brainerd 2000; Sakai et al. 2000; Silva et al. 2003; Haruki & Sakai 2003; Jaroshek et al.

2004; Medvedev et al. 2005; Milosavljevi & Nakar 2006; Chang et al. 2008; Stokem

et al. 2008; Bret et al. 2008, 2013; Sironi & Giannios 2014; Marowith et al. 2016). Suh

shoks thermalize plasma via the magneti �elds that are driven by the �lamentation

instability of ounter-streaming beams of harged partiles, whih is also known as the

beam-Weibel instability.

This magneti instability outgrows the ompeting eletrostati instabilities if two

equally dense lepton louds ollide or interpenetrate at a relativisti speed. Eletrostati

waves and instabilities an, however, not always be negleted and they exist even in

lepton plasmas where positrons and eletrons are equally dense. An external eletri

�eld aelerates eletrons and positrons into opposite diretions, whih reates a urrent.

Even if the initial eletri �eld perturbation is removed, the urrent leads to a self-

generated eletri �eld in the plasma. The eletri �eld eventually beomes strong enough

to reverse the �ow diretions of eletrons and positrons. The motion overshoots though

and eletrons and positrons osillate around the equilibrium position. This osillation is

sustained by eletrostati �elds, whih an ouple resonantly to other beams.

The jets of miroquasars ontain a signi�ant fration of positrons (Trigo et al. 2013)

alike the jets that trigger GRBs. The high variability of a miroquasar jet, whih

is emitted by a stellar-size blak hole that aretes material from a ompanion star,

suggests that internal shoks are present in suh jets (Kaiser et al. 2000; Miller-Jones

et al. 2005). Miroquasar jets expand at a lower speed than GRB jets. Typial veloity

hanges are thus likely to be smaller and the internal shoks of miroquasars may not

always be relativisti, in whih ase eletrostati proesses may beome more important.

Nonrelativisti pair shoks have so far not reeived muh attention and the struture of

their transition layers remains unknown.

We explore with a partile-in-ell (PIC) simulation the initial evolution phase of a

leptoni shok that forms when two equally dense pair louds ollide at a speed that is

one �fth of the speed of light. The eletrons and positrons of eah loud have an equal

number density and mean speed and the net harge and urrent of eah loud vanishes.

The thermal spread of the partile veloities is small ompared to the loud ollision

speed and the instabilities an initially be desribed in the old plasma limit. Both, the

pair temperature and the ollision speed are probably too low to be realisti for the

plasma distribution lose to an internal shok of the jet of a miroquasar. We hose

these initial onditions beause eletrostati instabilities tend to be more important than

magneti ones for nonrelativisti ollisions of old plasma. We an thus study a shok, for

whih eletrostati e�ets are maximized in its transition layer and that thus onstitutes

a lower bound for pair shoks with respet to the degree of magnetization.

Our simulation shows that the transition layer of the pair shok is indeed mediated by

nonlinear and predominantly eletrostati waves. However, the inomplete thermalization

of the in�owing upstream plasma by the shok results in a downstream plasma with

a thermally anisotropi distribution. This anisotropy is strong enough to trigger the

growth of the Weibel instability in its original form (Weibel 1959). Even a pratially

eletrostati pair shok thus generates a magneti �eld in its downstream region. The

thermal anisotropy and, hene, the growth rate of the Weibel instability an be inreased
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further by the presene of ions and by the ambipolar eletri �eld they drive at the shok

front (Stokem et al. 2014).

Our paper is strutured as follows. The shok formation mehanism, the PIC simulation

method, our initial onditions and the expeted spetrum of growing waves are disussed

in Setion 2. Setion 3 presents the simulation results and setion 4 is the summary.

2. Shok formation, the simulation ode and the initial onditions

2.1. The formation mehanism of a ollisionless leptoni shok

We examine the formation of shoks out of the ollision of two harge- and urrent-

neutral louds of eletrons and positrons. The plasma we onsider is initially unmagne-

tized, no ions are present and all lepton speies have the same temperature. The absent

binary ollisions imply that both lepton louds will move through eah other until plasma

instabilities start to grow. Only three wave modes an develop for our initial onditions.

The two-stream modes are purely eletrostati and their wave vetor is aligned with

the ollision diretion. The quasi-eletrostati oblique modes have a wave vetor that is

oriented obliquely to the ollision diretion and they belong to the same wave branh as

the two-stream modes. The third mode is the �lamentation mode, whih is also known as

the beam-Weibel mode (Califano et al. 1998). The wave vetors of these waves form the

angle π/2 with the ollision diretion. These three modes grow simultaneously during the

shok formation stage. Their growth is eventually halted by nonlinear proesses, whih

heat up the plasma in the overlap layer and bring it loser to a thermal equilibrium.

A leptoni shok an be reated in a PIC simulation by the ollision of one lepton

loud with a re�eting wall. The re�eted leptons move against the in�owing leptons

that have not yet reahed the wall and an overlap layer develops. The instabilities in

this overlap layer let waves grow that heat up the plasma when they saturate. The

expansion of the heated plasma is limited on one side by the wall and a shok forms on

the other side. The shok evolution is resolved orretly one a downstream region has

formed that is thik enough to deouple the shok from the wall. The formation phase

of the shok may, however, not be resolved orretly by this omputationally e�ient

method. The mehanism that triggers the �lamentation or beam-Weibel instability is

that partiles with oppositely direted urrent vetors repel eah other and partiles with

parallel urrent vetors attrat eah other. The instability saturates by forming urrent

hannels that ollet partiles with the same diretion of the urrent vetor. Current

hannels that ontain partiles with oppositely direted urrent vetors are separated

by magneti �elds. A re�etion of a partile by the wall hanges its veloity omponent

along the wall's normal diretion and, thus, the diretion of its urrent vetor. Spatially

separated urrent hannels an, however, not form at the wall beause the partile is not

spatially displaed by the re�etion. The suppression of the �lamentation instability at

the re�eting wall will a�et the spetrum of the unstable waves.

This spetrum is resolved orretly if we let two separate lepton louds ollide. If both

louds di�er only in their mean speed, then we have to resolve in the simulation two

idential shoks that enlose the expanding downstream region. It is omputationally

expensive and unneessary to trak both shoks for a long time. Here we let a long and

a short lepton loud ollide. We inrease the time interval during whih we an observe

the shok between the downstream region and the long lepton loud. The seond shok

moves into the opposite diretion and it eventually reahes the simulation boundary. By

that time, it does no longer a�et the evolution of the other shok.
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2.2. The partile-in-ell (PIC) simulation method

We model the ollision of the lepton louds with a partile-in-ell (PIC) simulation.

The PIC simulation ode is based on the kineti plasma model, whih approximates eah

plasma speies i by a phase spae density distribution fi(x,v, t). The position vetor

x and the veloity vetor v are treated as independent oordinates, whih allows for

arbitrary veloity distributions at any given position. The number density of this speies

is the zero'th moment of the distribution ni(x, t) =
∫

fi(x,v, t) dv and the mean speed

v̄i(x, t) =
∫

vfi(x,v, t) dv orresponds to its �rst moment. The number density and

the mean speed yield the harge density ρi(x, t) = qini(x, t) and the urrent density

Ji(x, t) = qiv̄i(x, t)ni(x, t) of the speies i. The total harge density ρ(x, t) =
∑

i ρi(x, t)
and urrent density J(x, t) =

∑

i Ji(x, t) update the eletromagneti �elds via a �nite

di�erene approximation of Ampere's and Faraday's laws on a numerial grid.

µ0ǫ0
∂E

∂t
= ∇×B − µ0J ,

∂B

∂t
= −∇×E.

The EPOCH ode (Arber et al. 2015) we use ful�lls ∇ · B = 0 and ∇ · E = ρ/ǫ0 to

round-o� preision.

An ensemble of omputational partiles (CPs) with the harge qi and mass mi approx-

imates the phase spae density distribution fi(x,v, t). The relativisti momentum pj of

the jth CP of speies i is updated via a disretized form of the relativisti Lorentz fore

equation

∂
∂tpj = qi (E(xj) + vj ×B(xj)) and its position is updated via

∂
∂txj = vj .

The eletri �eld and the magneti �eld are interpolated from the numerial grid to the

partile's position xj to update its momentum. The urrent density on the grid, whih is

used to update the eletromagneti �elds, is the sum over all partile urrents after they

have been interpolated from the partile positions to the grid nodes.

2.3. The simulation setup

Our two-dimensional simulation box has the length Lx along x and Ly along y. The
simulation box is subdivided into the two intervals −0.65Lx < x < 0 and 0 6 x <
0.35Lx. The boundary at 0.35Lx is re�eting and that at−0.65Lx is open. The boundary

onditions at y = 0 and y = Ly are periodi. We plae eletrons and positrons with equal

densities n0 and temperatures T0 = 10 eV everywhere in the box at t = 0. The eletrons
and positrons in the interval with x > 0 have a vanishing mean speed. The eletrons and
positrons in the interval x < 0 have the mean speed v0 = 0.2c along x. No new partiles

are introdued while the simulation is running and the simulation is stopped well before

the end of the in�owing lepton loud enounters the shok or before the leptons that are

re�eted by the boundary at x = 0.35Lx return to the shok.

We normalize the position to the eletron skin depth λs = c/ωp, where ωp =

(n0e
2/ǫ0me)

1/2
is the eletron plasma frequeny of one loud. Veloities are normalized

to c. Momenta are normalized to cme and we de�ne p0 = v0me as the mean momentum

of a lepton of the plasma loud in the half-spae x < 0. The box size Lx ×Ly = 60× 2.4
is resolved by 1.9 × 104 grid ells along x and by 760 grid ells along y. Eletrons and
positrons are represented by 25 CPs per ell, respetively. The time is normalized to

ω−1

p . The simulation time tsim = 120, whih is subdivided into 57200 equal time steps.

We normalize the eletri �eld to ωpcme/e and the magneti �eld to ωpme/e.
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Figure 1. The solution of the linear dispersion relation for two beams, eah of whih onsists

of eletrons and positrons with the same number density, mean speed and temperature T0 = 10

eV. The beams have an in�nite extent and they ounterstream along x with the speed modulus

0.1c. The growth rate δ is expressed in units of ωp.

2.4. The solution of the linear dispersion relation

We have to verify that our box is large enough to resolve the ompeting unstable modes

and we want to determine the wave mode, whih grows fastest for the seleted initial

onditions. We solve for this purpose the linear dispersion relation in order to determine

the spetrum of the growing waves. The solution is omputed under the assumption

that the overlap layer has an in�nite size. This ondition is approximately ful�lled if the

olliding louds an interpenetrate for some time before the instabilities grow.

The initial veloity spread for T0 = 10 eV is about vth0 = 4.5× 10−3c and both louds

drift toward eah other at v0 = 0.2c. Thermal e�ets an be negleted for the ratio

v0/vth0 = 44 and the lepton beams are old. We solve the linear dispersion relation in

the frame of referene in whih the total momentum vanishes. The pair louds move in

this referene frame into opposite x-diretions at the speed modulus β′

0 ≡ v′0/c = 1/10.
The non-relativisti dispersion equation for a perturbation of the form exp(ik ·r− iωt)

and a wave vetor k with an arbitrary orientation is (Bret et al. 2010)

(

ω2ǫxx − k2yc
2
) (

ω2ǫyy − k2xc
2
)

−
(

ω2ǫyx + kxkyc
2
)2

= 0 . (2.1)

where δαβ is the Kroneker symbol and

ǫαβ(k, ω) = δαβ

(

1−
ω2
p

ω2

)

+
ω2
p

ω2

∑

j

∫

d3p
pαpβk ·

(

∂f0

j

∂p

)

mω − k · p . (2.2)

The problem of �nding the fastest growing mode has been solved (Bret & Deutsh 2005;

Bret et al. 2013) for old distributions of the form f0

j (p) = δ(py)δ(px − Pj).
Figure 1 shows the solution of the linear dispersion relation for our plasma parameters.

The growth rate peaks at the wave number kxλs ≈ 12 and its value does not depend on

kyλs for the onsidered wave number interval. The fastest-growing modes are thus the

two-stream/oblique modes. Their peak exponential growth rate is

δTS

ωp
=

√
2

2
. (2.3)
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The �lamentation modes are haraterized by a �ow aligned omponent kx = 0. Califano
et al. (1998) estimated their growth rate as

δW
ωp

= 2β′

0
. (2.4)

Figure 1 demonstrates that the growth rate of the �lamentation modes with kx = 0 is

smaller than that of the two-stream/oblique modes, whih on�rms the aforementoned

approximations sine δW < δTS for β′

0 = 1/10.
We an estimate with the help of Fig. 1 if and how our limited box size will a�et the

spetrum of growing waves. The simulation employs periodi boundary onditions along

y and the box length is Ly in this diretion. The smallest resolved wave number is thus

kc = 2π/Ly or kcλs = 2.6 and waves with ky < kc an not grow. Figure 1 shows that the
growth rate of the �lamentation modes dereases below δW for ky < kc while that of the
two-stream/oblique modes remains unhanged. The main e�et of the limited box size

along Ly is thus to suppress the wave numbers where the growth of the �lamentation

instability is negligible. If our simulation shows that the plasma dynamis is governed by

the two-stream/oblique modes, then we would obtain the same result also for larger Ly.

3. Simulation results

We disuss the simulation results at seleted times and fous on the shok that forms

at lower values of x. The �rst part addresses the wave modes that trigger the formation
of shoks. The seond part disusses the struture of the shok and the eletri �elds

that mediate it and the �nal part examines the growth of magneti �elds.

3.1. Instability and nonlinear saturation

The two louds of initially unmagnetized ollisionless lepton plasma will move through

eah other for some time before plasma instabilities set in. Figure 2(a-) displays the

eletri Ex and Ey omponents as well as the magneti Bz omponent at the time t1 =
7.6. The lepton loud, whih was initially loated in the half-spae x < 0, has moved by

v0t1 = 1.5 towards inreasing values of x. Waves have grown in the loud overlap layer,

whih spans the interval 0 < x < 1.5 at this time. The distribution of Ex reveals waves

with a wavelength λ ≈ 0.4. The Ey and Bz omponents are losely orrelated and both

osillate rapidly along y.

The in-plane eletri �eld omponents and the out-of-plane magneti �eld at the time

t2 = 14.7 are displayed in Fig. 2(d-f). Figures 2(a) and (d) show the same distribution of

Ex exept for the larger amplitude. Their spatial on�nement demonstrates that these

waves do not propagate along y. The wave strutures belong to eletrostati two-stream
modes. The patterns in Ey resemble those in Bz and their amplitude ratio is omparable

to that at the earlier time. The spatial orrelation of the �eld strutures in the distribution

of Ey and Bz suggests that they belong to the same waves.

We an extrat some properties of the waves from a omparison of the amplitude of

Ey and Bz at the times t1 or t2. The ratio of the �eld energy densities ǫ0(E
2

x + E2

y)/2
and B2

z/2µ0 is in the given normalization (E2

x + E2

y)/B
2

z ≈ 100. The partiles of both

louds move at a speed ≈ v0/2 relative to the waves, whih are slow-moving in the

referene frame of the overlap layer. The eletri fore imposed on a harged partile,

whih moves with v0/2 = 0.1, is 50 times larger than the magneti fore. We onlude

that the wave's magneti �eld neither has a signi�ant energy density nor does it a�et

the lepton dynamis. The waves are thus quasi-eletrostati and their wavelength along

the ollision diretion is ≈ 0.4. The amplitude of the waves has inreased by a fator ≈ 50
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Figure 2. The in-plane eletri �eld and the out-of-plane magneti �eld lose to the initial

ollision boundary at the time t1 = 7.6 (left olumn) and at t2 = 14.7 (right olumn): Panels

(a, d) show Ex, panels (b, e) show Ey and panels (, f) show Bz .

during the time interval t2 − t1 = 7.1. If we assume that the waves grow exponentially,

then their growth rate is δ ≈ 0.5 in units of ωp, whih mathes that in Fig. 1.

The wave modes that yield the observed eletri �eld an be identi�ed with its spatial

power spetrum. We Fourier-transform the in-plane eletri �eld distribution Ep(x, y) =
Ex(x, y) + iEy(x, y) over the spatial interval 0.2 < x < 2.7 and over all y and multiply it

with its omplex onjugate. Figures 3(a, b) show the power spetra at the times t1 and

t2 in the quadrant kx > 0 and ky > 0. The power spetrum at t1 = 7.6 shows wave power
at kxλs ≈ 14, whih extends up to maximum perpendiular wave number |kyλs| ≈ 200.
The wavenumber kxλs = 14 orresponds to a wavelength along x of about 0.45.

The �ow-aligned wave number kxλs ≈ 14 of the fastest-growing waves and the

extension of wave power to large values of ky agree with the numerial solution of the

linear dispersion relation in Fig. 1. The solution of the linear dispersion relation predits

a peak growth rate that does not depend on the value of ky for the onsidered wave

numbers. The wave spetrum on Fig. 3(a) does however suggest that waves with a low

value of ky grow faster. The growth rate is proportional to the amplitude the wave would

reah after a given time if its growth would not be limited by nonlinear e�ets. The

eletri �eld amplitude, whih is neessary to form phase spae vorties, dereases with

inreasing values of k = |k2x + k2y|
1/2

(O'Neil 1965) and the disrepany between the

spetral distribution in Fig. 3(a) and the solution of the linear dispersion relation in Fig.
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Figure 3. The spatial power spetra of the in-plane eletri �eld Ep = Ex(x, y) + iEy(x, y) at
the time t1 = 7.6 (a) and t2 = 14.7 (b). The olor sale is 10-logarithmi and both spetra are

normalized to the peak value in (a).

Figure 4. The phase spae density distribution in the x, px-plane at the time t2 = 14.7 of

eletrons (a) and positrons (b). The phase spae density distribution is averaged over all other

dimensions. The momentum is normalized to p0. The olor sale is 10-logarithmi.

3() an thus be explained with a stronger nonlinear damping that is imposed on the

modes with a large value of ky.
The power spetrum in Fig. 3(b) is still onentrated on the two-stream / oblique mode

branh. Its width along ky has diminished, whih suggests that thermal damping is at

work; the range of wave numbers ky that are unstable to the oblique mode instability is

large in a old plasma, while the wave growth is onentrated at low values of ky if the

plasma is hot (Silva et al. 2002). A �rst and seond harmoni along kx have emerged.

The wave amplitudes have thus reahed a non-linear regime (Umeda et al. 2003).

Non-linear e�ets in the wave distribution should be tied to hanges in the lepton

distribution. Figure 4 shows the phase spae density distributions f(x, px) of the eletrons
and positrons. The overlap layer of both louds spans the interval −0.2 < x < 3. The
ounterstreaming louds have not yet merged along px. However, the substantial partile
aeleration demonstrates that the instability is about to saturate. The density in the

overlap layer is twie that of a single loud and the density �uutations aused by the

waves are of the order of 5%− 10% (not shown).

The �lamentation instability starts to grow immediately but two-stream outgrows it.
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Figure 5. Panels (a) and (b) show the eletri Ex and Ey omponents lose to the initial ollision

boundary. Panels () and (d) show the phase spae density distributions in the x, px-plane of

eletrons and positrons, respetively. The phase spae density distributions are averaged over

all other dimensions, they are normalized to the same value and displayed on a 10-logarithmi

sale. The momentum is normalized to p0. The simulation time is t3 = 58.8.

3.2. Shok formation

The two-stream instability saturates by forming stable phase spae vorties in the

eletron and positron distributions (Berk & Roberts 1967) and the same holds during

the initial saturation stage of the oblique mode instability (Diekmann et al. 2006b).

Eletron phase spae vorties are haraterized by strong bipolar pulses in the eletri

�eld distribution, whih orrespond to a loalized positive exess harge. Positron phase

spae vorties orrespond to a loalized negative exess harge.

The in-plane eletri �eld omponents at the time t3 = 58.8 are displayed in Fig.

5(a,b). The eletri Ex omponent shows suh bipolar �eld strutures. A large quasi-

planar �eld pulse is loated at x ≈ 2.5 in the interval starting from y ≈ 1 that goes

through the periodi boundary at y = 2.4 until y ≈ 0.5. The polarity of Ex indiates the

presene of a positive exess harge in between both eletri �eld bands. If this quasi-

planar bipolar pulse is assoiated with an eletron phase spae vortex, then the latter

should be detetable in the eletron phase spae density distribution even if it has been

integrated over all values of y.

Figures 5(, d) show the orresponding eletron and positron distributions. Figure

5() on�rms the existene of a phase spae vortex in the eletron distribution at this

loation. The vortex in Fig. 5() spans the spatial interval 2 < x < 3 and the momentum
interval −1 < px/p0 < 1. The mean momenta of the upstream eletrons and positrons

are modulated by the eletrostati potential of the vortex when they pass it, but they are

not trapped by it. The upstream leptons ontinue to move to inreasing values of x until

they are thermalized upon entering the downstream region x > 4, whih is haraterized

by a dense phase spae density distribution between 0 < px/p0 < 1. This thermalization
an only be aomplished by the �eld strutures seen in the in-plane eletri �eld between

x ≈ 3 and x ≈ 4 in Fig. 5(a, b).

The distribution of the positrons shows two smaller vorties that surround the large

eletron phase spae vortex. The positron verties are entered at x ≈ 1.8 and x ≈ 3.
The zero-rossing of the eletri Ex omponent and, thus, the extremal point of the

eletrostati potential at x ≈ 2.5 in Fig. 5(a) orresponds to a stable equilibrium point
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Figure 6. Panels (a) and (b) show the eletri Ex and Ey omponents lose to the initial ollision

boundary. Panels () and (d) show the phase spae density distributions in the x, px-plane of

eletrons and positrons, respetively. The phase spae density distributions are averaged over

all other dimensions, they are normalized to the same value and displayed on a 10-logarithmi

sale. The momentum is normalized to p0. The simulation time is t4 = 120.

for the trapped eletrons. Hene it is an unstable equilibrium point for the positrons,

explaining why the vorties of positrons and eletrons are staggered along x.
A small loalized loud of eletrons and positrons is entred at x ≈ 0 and px ≈ 0. The

loud is an artifat from our initial onditions. The �nite growth time of the eletrostati

instabilities implies that the waves start to grow well behind the front of the plasma loud

that was initially loated in the half-spae x > 0. This harge- and urrent neutral loud is
stable against eletrostati instabilities, beause its extent along x is not su�iently large

to allow it to interat with the in�owing upstream leptons via a two-stream instability.

Figure 6 shows the in-plane eletri �eld distribution and the assoiated lepton phase

spae density distributions at the time t4 = 120. We observe strong quasi-planar eletri

�eld strutures in the Ex-distribution in the interval −3 < x < 0. Their amplitude is

omparable to the one that gave rise to phase spae vorties in the eletron- and positron

distributions at the earlier time. These eletrostati strutures in Ex have propagated

well beyond the initial ollision boundary x = 0 reahing a position x ≈ −3. We �nd

relatively strong eletri �eld osillations in Ex and Ey between 0 < x < 8. The transition
layer of this shok thus spans at this time an interval with the width ∆x ≈ 10.
The strong planar waves in the interval −3 < x < 0 in Fig. 6 are orrelated with phase

spae vorties in the hot lepton population at low speeds. The vorties of eletrons and

positrons are staggered along x. The eletrons and positrons that gyrate in these vorties
originate from the hot plasma omponent and they are well-separated along px from the

in�owing upstream leptons. The mean speed of these phase spae vorties is less than

px = 0, whih implies that they move towards dereasing values of x. The mean speed

of the vorties dereases with an inreasing distane from the shok transition layer and

they are thus aelerated away from the downstream plasma. The leptons, whih gyrate

in the vorties, reah a peak momentum ≈ −p0.
The simultaneous presene in the interval −6 < x < 5 of the hot leptons that have

leaked from the downstream region and the ooler drifting upstream leptons implies that

the overall plasma distribution is non-thermal and thus unstable. The eletri �eld of

the phase spae vorties seeds the instability and we observe momentum osillations

along px in the ool in�owing eletrons and positrons that inrease with x in the interval

−3 < x < −1. The oppositely direted osillations of eletrons and positrons result in
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Figure 7. The total lepton density N(x) in units of the initial total density 2n0 at the time

t3 = 58.8 (a) and t4 = 120 (b).

a strong urrent, whih indues an eletri �eld. The eletri �eld osillates in spae

and its osillation amplitude dereases in unison with the net urrent in the diretion of

dereasing values of x. We an desribe this osillation in terms of a produt between a

sinusoidally osillating eletri �eld and an envelope funtion.

A spatially varying envelope funtion gives rise to a ponderomotive fore (Kono

et al. 1980) that does not depend on the sign of the partile harge and aelerates

eletrons and positrons in the diretion of dereasing values of the envelope funtion.

This ponderomotive fore is exerted by the modulated upstream plasma onto the hot

leptons that form the phase spae vorties and it aelerates them.

The leptons in the interval 1 < x < 6 in Fig. 6(,d) are omposed of a hot dilute

omponent and the ool dense upstream leptons. Both populations gradually mix and

they merge to a single one at x ≈ 6. We observe eletri �elds in this interval in Fig.

6. These �elds show some pieewise planar strutures, whih orrespond to phase spae

vorties with a limited extent along y. The two strongest loalized strutures at x ≈ 1
are separated by a perpendiular Ey �eld at y ≈ 0.8. These loalized strutures are likely
to be the result of an instability of initially planar phase spae vorties or phase spae

tubes. Indeed, two-dimensional PIC simulations (Oppenheim et al. 1999) of phase spae

tubes in a stabilizing magneti �eld show that the phase spae tubes gradually break

up along their axes. The ollapse of a phase spae vortex is an e�etive way to satter

the leptons in phase spae, whih results in a mixing of the downstream and upstream

leptons in the x, px plane. Strong small-sale eletri �elds are observed up to x ≈ 8. The
absene of phase spae vorties with x > 8 demonstrates that the lepton distribution in

this interval is no longer unstable to eletrostati instabilities.

The phase spae density distribution of the leptons was uniform in the interval 4 <
x < 6 at the time t3 = 144 and in the interval 7 < x < 13 at the time t4 = 297. We

onlude that these intervals orrespond to a downstream region that is lose to being

in a thermal equilibrium, at least with respet to eletrostati waves and instabilities.

The density distribution along x sheds light onto how muh the plasma is ompressed

by the shok rossing. Figure 7 ompares the density distributions at the times t3 and

t4. The density onverges at low x to the initial density. A density peak is observed

lose to x ≈ 0 in Fig. 7(a), whih orresponds to the dense lepton loud at this position

shown in Fig. 5(a). The density peak has disappeared in Fig. 7(b). The eletri �elds that

grew in this spatial interval in response to the instability between the in�owing upstream

leptons and the leaked hot downstream leptons teared the loud apart by aelerating the
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Figure 8. The total lepton distribution ft(vx, vy) averaged over −4.5 < x < −4.2 is shown in

panel (a), that averaged over 1.9 < x < 2.2 in panel (b) and that averaged over 8.3 < x < 8.6
is shown in panel (). The olor sale is 10-logaritmi and normalized to the peak value in (a).

eletrons and positrons into opposite diretions. The density rises from about N(x) = 1
to N(x) ≈ 3 over a few eletron skin depths. The plasma ompression fator of about 3

is the one expeted for a strong nonrelativisti shok (Zel'Dovih et al. 1967).

3.3. Seondary instabilities and magneti �eld generation

The eletri �elds assoiated with the phase spae vorties heat up the leptons via

Landau damping (Landau 1946; O'Neil 1965) and their ollapse satters them in phase

spae. The e�ets of this heating on the lepton distribution is visualized by Fig. 8, whih

shows the phase spae density as a funtion of px and py at three positions along x. The
distribution has been integrated over y and over an interval along x of width 0.3.

The distribution in Fig. 8(a) has been sampled far upstream of the shok. The upstream

leptons onstitute the old dense beam that is loated at px ≈ p0. The leaked leptons

form a hot and dilute beam that moves at px ≈ −p0. The mean speed of the hot lepton

beam exeeds that expeted from a speular re�etion, sine the shok is moving to

inreasing values of x. Figure 8(b) reveals that the in�owing upstream leptons have been

heated up by the time they reah the position x ≈ 2. They are distributed over a wider

veloity range and their peak value of the phase spae density has thus dereased. The

temperature is of the order of 100 eV. These leptons are immersed in a hot dilute lepton

omponent. Its thermal momentum spread is of the order of p0 and the temperature is

thus about one keV. The in�owing upstream leptons form a hot beam at px ≈ p0 in 8()

that is only about twie as dense as the leptons in the hot population.

The waves observed lose to x = 2 in Fig. 6(a,b) suggest that the veloity distribution

in Fig. 8(b) is still unstable to an eletrostati instability. It an not be the two-stream

instability beause that one requires two beams that are well-separated along px. This
distribution an, however, still be unstable to the eletron aousti instability. Alike the

well-known ion aousti instability, whih is driven by a drift between old ions and

hot eletrons, the eletron aousti instability an develop if old eletrons drift relative

to a hot eletron speies. Waves grow if the drift speed between the hot and the old

eletron speies exeeds several times the thermal spread of the old eletron speies

(Gary 1987). This ondition is full�lled in Fig. 8(b). We note in this ontext that although

the phase spae density of the hot leptons is two orders of magnitude less than that of
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Figure 9. Panels (a) and (b) show the out-of-plane omponent Bz of the magneti �eld at the

times t3 = 58.8 and t4 = 120, respetively. The olor sale is the same for both panels. For

omparison: The downstream region at t3 = 58.8 is enlosed by shoks at x ≈ 3 and x ≈ 8,
while the orretly resolved shok at t4 = 120 is loated at x ≈ 5.

the in�owing upstream leptons their number density, whih we obtain by integrating the

phase spae density along px, is of the same order. The interation of ounterstreaming

lepton beams with a similar density results in rapidly growing instabilities. To the best

of our knowledge the aousti instability in pair plasma has not yet been explored. Here

we an not unambigously show that it exists in pair plasma, beause the eletri �eld

may also be the residual �eld of a phase spae hole that formed previously.

The distribution in Fig. 8() appears to be stable against eletrostati instabilities sine

we do not observe signi�ant eletri �eld osillations in the region x > 8. The veloity
distribution of the leptons in this region is, however, not a Maxwellian. Therefore the

plasma ontains free energy that an be released by a ollisionless instability. The thermal

anisotropy ontained in the total lepton veloity distribution ft(vx, vy) and measured in

the rest frame of the downstream plasma an be estimated as

A =

∫

ft(vx, vy)(vx − p0/2me)
2
dvxdvy

∫

ft(vx, vy)v2ydvxdvy
− 1. (3.1)

A value A = 0 would say that the thermal energy in the x diretion equals that in the

y diretion, whih would imply that there is no thermal anisotropy. We obtain the value

A ≈ 6 from the data shown in Fig. 8(). Suh a large anisotropy value results in the

Weibel instability in its original form (Weibel 1959; Morse & Nielson 1969).

Figure 9 on�rms that a magneti �eld has grown in the downstream region. Strong

magneti �elds with approximately the same peak amplitude are present at both times.

The amplitude of the magneti �eld exeeds that observed in Fig. 2(, f) by a fator 3 and

it equals that of the eletri �eld in the given normalization in Fig. 6(a,b). Nevertheless,

the magneti fore, whih is ating on a lepton that is moving at the speed of 0.1 relative
to these �eld pathes, will still be an order of magnitude weaker than the eletri fore

in the shok transition layer.

The strong downstream magneti �elds are not orrelated with eletri �eld strutures

(See Figs. 5(a, b) and 6(a,b)) and they are thus not driven by an oblique mode instability.

The Weibel instability drives magnetowaves with a negligible eletri �eld and with

the same magneti �eld diretion as the one observed here and this instability is thus

ompatible with the simulation data. The Weibel instability yields magneti �elds with

an energy density that an reah up to 10% of the thermal energy for strong temperature
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anisotropies (Morse & Nielson 1971; Stokem et al. 2009). The veloity spread in Fig.

8() orresponds to a lepton temperature of the order of 1 keV or 107 K. The magneti
pressure of a �eld Bz = 0.03 is thus a few perent of the umulative thermal pressure of

eletrons and positrons and within the range that is aessible to the Weibel instability.

We an ompare the maximum size of the magneti pathes in Fig. 9 to the gyroradius

of an eletron in that �eld. The magneti �eld B̃z and the ollision speed ṽ0 in physial

units an be alulated from the normalized ones via Bz = eB̃z/meωp and ṽ0 = v0c.
The gyroradius of an eletron that moves at the speed v0/2 relative to the stationary

perpendiular magneti �eld, whih is normalized to λs = c/ωp, is then rg/λs = v0/2Bz.

Taking v0 = 0.2 and Bz = 0.03 gives rg ≈ 3λs, whih is about three times the oherene

sale of the largest magneti �eld pathes. The magneti �eld pathes are also not

stationary on the time sale needed to perform a gyro-orbit. This time equals for a

maximum amplitude Bmax = 0.03 in our normalization 2π/Bmax ≈ 200, whih exeeds

the simulation time. The leptons an thus not omplete a full gyro-orbit. The magneti

�eld will instead de�et leptons by a small angle that depends on where the lepton entered

the path and on how long it stayed inside the path. The magneti �eld will thus satter

the leptons of the direted beam in Fig. 8(). The repeated sattering of the leptons will

eventually thermalize their distribution.

4. Summary

We have examined the formation and the initial evolution of a non-relativisti leptoni

shok. The shok was reated by letting two spatially uniform louds of equally dense

eletrons and positrons ollide at a relative speed of 0.2. The absene of binary ollisions

implied that both louds initially interpenetrated and formed an overlap layer. The two-

stream instability grew in this overlap layer. The nonlinear saturation of the growing

waves heated up the plasma in the overlap layer and transformed it into a downstream

region that was enlosed by two shoks. We followed the evolution of one of them.

Some of the hot downstream leptons esaped upstream and interated with the in�ow-

ing upstream plasma. Nonlinear and predominantly eletrostati phase spae vorties

formed, whih mediated the shok transition layer. These strutures are unstable (Whar-

ton et al. 1968; Berk & Roberts 1967; Morse & Nielson 1969) and their ollapse sattered

and heated the leptons and gave rise to eletri �eld �uutations. The interation of

eletri �eld �utuations and harged partiles has a similar e�et as binary ollisions

between partiles (Dum 1978; Diekmann et al. 2006a; Bale et al. 2002; Baalrud et al.

2009; Bret 2015) with respet to the thermalization of the in�owing plasma and this

interation ontributed to the partile heating by the shok.

A spatially on�ned region formed, in whih the plasma density exeeded the u-

mulative density of the olliding louds. We found the ompression fator 3, whih is

expeted for a strong shok. However, the eletrostati shok transition layer ould not

fully thermalize the upstream plasma that rossed it. The residual thermal anisotropy

of the downstream plasma drove magnetowaves via the instability proposed by Weibel

(1959) in its original form. The magneti �elds were weak and spatially inhomogeneous.

Nevertheless, the leptons that would enter these �eld pathes would experiene a small-

angle de�etion by the magneti �eld.

The magnitude of the de�etion angle depends on the time the partile needs to

ross the magneti path. Repeated de�etions will thus randomize the partile paths.

This randomization will result in a thermalization of the downstream plasma on a time

sale that exeeds by far the one aessible to our simulation. We note that the Weibel

instability grows already at low values of the thermal anisotropy (Morse & Nielson 1969).
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Magneti �eld pathes will thus grow and satter partiles until the lepton population

has reahed a thermal equilibrium.

The motivation of our work has been to better understand the properties of the internal

shoks of miroquasar jets. The initial temperature, whih we gave to the leptons, and the

shok speed are, however, lower than the values we may �nd lose to the internal shoks

of miroquasars jets. We hose these low values to make the waves and plasma strutures

in the shok transition layer quasi-eletrostati. We will study in future work larger non-

relativisti ollision speeds and onsider the e�ets of a larger initial temperature and

determine up to whih values the shoks resemble the one we have examined here.

We will also study in more detail the spetrum of the unstable waves that an grow

in a pair plasma that onsists of a ool beam immersed in a hot bakground population.

Our simulation showed the presene of eletrostati waves in suh a plasma. We proposed

that suh waves ould be driven by an instability, whih is similar to the eletron aousti

instability Gary (1987), and we have to determine if a similar instability exists in the

pair plasma we onsidered here.
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